
Middle School and Up

Ocean Slime Time
Let’s get gooey! Learn to create your own ocean slime and the chemical properties that make
slime possible.

What will you learn?
● How to make your own slime
● How to make predictions and experiments based on your observations and experiences
● Why slime works

Materials:
● Clear school glue
● Saline solution/contact Solution
● Food coloring
● Shaving cream
● Plastic sandwich bag, container or jar for storage
● Measuring tools
● Stirrer: a spoon, popsicle stick, etc
● Optional: Glitter, Ocean creatures/shells

Instructions:
● Add ½ a cup of clear glue to your container
● Add color, and your ocean creatures.
● Add ½ a cup of shaving cream and mix.
● Add 3-4 big squirts  (1½-2 TBSP) of saline solution.
● Use your stirrer to mix until slime begins to come away from the sides of the

container.



Reflection Questions:
● What do you think would happen if we added less saline solution?
● What do you think would happen if we added more saline solution?
● What do you think would happen if you added in other materials like baking soda?
● Is slime a liquid or a solid? Why?

Explanation:
How does slime work? Glue is a polymer, which means it’s made up of small molecules that
link together to make bigger molecules, like a chain. Normally these chains slide past each
other, making liquid glue pourable. When the water from the glue evaporates, these chains are
what cause things to stay stuck together. When we add saline solution (an activator) it has boric
acid in it. Then by adding shaving cream which has sodium laurel sulfate, a salt  (and a
binder), the shaving cream reacts with the boric acid creating a chemical called borate, which is
a special compound called a crosslinker that links all the glue molecule chains together and
makes the gooey mass of slime.

Is slime a liquid or a solid? Slime flows like a liquid, but unlike familiar liquids (e.g., oil, water),
its ability to flow, or viscosity, is not constant. So it's a fluid, but not a regular liquid. Scientists
call a material that changes viscosity a non-Newtonian fluid. What this means is, when you
pour slime or let it ooze through your fingers, it has a low viscosity and flows like a thick liquid.
When you squeeze a non-Newtonian slime, like oobleck, or pound it with your fist, it feels hard,
like a wet solid. This is because applying stress squeezes the particles in the slime together,
making it hard for them to slide against each other.

At-Home Extension:
Did you know you can also make your own activator solution? This requires using Borax which
is a detergent, so ask a grown-up for help.

Materials:
● Borax (can be found in the laundry aisle, or you might already have this at home)
● Water
● Measuring tools

Instructions:
1. Fill a bowl or measuring cup with 1 cup of warm water.
2. Add in 1 TSP of borax.
3. Mix until all of the borax is dissolved.
4. Use in place of saline solution in the above instructions.



More to Explore at the Library:
Stay gooey! Take a peek at these great titles for even more exciting slime inspiration.

Guide created by Jennie Mayfield.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb22655709__St%3A%28slimed%29%20a%3A%28gray%29__Orightresult__U__X4?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28how%20to%20win%20a%20slime%20war%29%20a%3A%28respicio%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/search/C__St%3A%28ultimate%20slime%29%20a%3A%28jagan%29__Orightresult__U?lang=eng&suite=def

